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Thank you to the organizers for this invitation!
Thank you to the INT for the support to be here.

Disclaimer: I get excited, and I talk too fast. My intent is for 
a dialogue-- interruptions are OK! Let’s clarify

I will also want to follow up with others not present for the 
workshop -
- I may not be aware of the latest progress, and welcome 

correction
- I want to share my ideas for the future and hear yours
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What I want: dream big, make specific plans
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Big dream: a baseline model with theory motivated degrees of freedom and with 
genuine exclusive predictive power I can use on T2K and DUNE

Outline for my talk:

- What I want this for - oscillation, exotic physics results
- Why are theoretical uncertainties important - fast overview
- Which uncertainties are important - T2K current status, specific problems 

which need theoretical insight or development
- Planning how we can work effectively - formats, interfaces, ways to 

collaborate   
- Conclusion: Wishlist! - and let’s talk! 
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Current program is broad.

Neutrino oscillation, exotica (e.g. 
sterile neutrino, dark matter 
searches), proton decay

Signal (or background) processes are 0.1-20 
GeV charged current (CC) or neutral current 
(NC) neutrino or antineutrino interactions for 
atmospheric and accelerator based 
programs
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Shameless example: new SK+T2K joint analysis  

Current and future experiments need to have models and uncertainties across energy 
ranges - here, 0.2 - 100 GeV

- More details: A. Eguchi @ NNN2023

https://agenda.infn.it/event/33778/contributions/207821/attachments/111325/158800/Eguchi_231011_NNN23_skt2k.pdf


Neutrino oscillation fast primer
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Neutrino oscillation fast primer
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Changing 𝛿CP increases νe and 
decreases anti-νe appearance 
rates



Neutrino oscillation fast primer
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Event rate show hierarchy and dCP (maybe DUNE?)



Neutrino oscillation fast primer
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Neutrino oscillation fast primer
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Event rate from 
DUNE or from 
SK/T2K?

C. Marshall, P5 town hall@FNAL

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/58272/contributions/262187/attachments/165088/219229/ChrisMarshall_P5TownHall_DUNEScience.pdf


Oscillation analysis depends on interaction model
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Oscillation analysis depends on interaction model
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Oscillation analysis depends on interaction model
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Oscillation analysis depends on interaction model
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Need: hadronic state description
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Need: hadronic state description
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Needs: target material
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Also: Uncertainties and correlations 
between nuclear targets  



Needs: energy estimation
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Needs: energy estimation 
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Needs: energy estimation
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Also: models which 
can work 
simultaneously in 
both estimators

Recent MINERvA 
paper: PRL 129 
(2022) 2, 021803 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08022
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.08022
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DUNE ND CDR: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf
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Near detector

External experiments

Far detector // oscillation rates

External experiments and theory are very important; determine parameterization, uncertainties
- Electron, pion scattering
- Neutrino H/D data
- Neutrino nucleus scattering

Snowmass Neutrino Cross Section 
Topical Group report: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06872 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06872
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Near detector

External experiments

Far detector // oscillation rates

External experiments and theory are very important; determine parameterization, uncertainties
- Electron, pion scattering
- Neutrino H/D data
- Neutrino nucleus scattering

Iteration is necessary, and takes time

Snowmass Neutrino Cross Section 
Topical Group report: 
https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06872 

Iterative process

Model testing/robustness

https://arxiv.org/abs/2209.06872
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Simulations are using inclusive calculations 
(quasielastic plus 2p2h plus pion production) with a 
fragmentation model, plus an FSI cascade or 
transport.

- “Franken-model”
- “Paper over problems” 

We have been building ourselves a layer cake with 
shaky foundation

- Difficult to attribute correctly which layer is 
crumbling under pressure

We’re trying to break this habit, by moving toward 
theoretically motivated degrees of freedom

Persistent challenges: addiction to ad hoc
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Recent work to theoretically motivated uncertainties 
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Based on 
Benhar SF 
model

More 
details: S. 
Dolan, 
NuInt2022

https://indico.cern.ch/event/881216/contributions/5048753/attachments/2536279/4365120/T2KInteractionModel.pdf
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Persistent challenges: disagreement with experimental data

We need semi-inclusive theory for the hadronic 
state (NOvA, SBN DUNE… and T2K’s neutron 
tagging…)

We must continue to interrogate 
simplifications/approximations/extrapolations

Disagreements in semi-inclusive data 
seen for some time  (e.g. MINERvA, 
PRL 121, 022504 (2018))
MINERvA data compared to newer 
T2K model: 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.01838.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2308.01838.pdf


Planning how to work together - lowering barriers
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“Implementation of some of the exclusive models that are available in such a way that 
we can easily access the parameters that plausibly alter model predictions.” - how do 
we make this simple and easy for all of us?

- Generator format standardization - NEW: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.13211.pdf
- Data comparisons (format again)
- Shared tools, defined interfaces

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.13211.pdf


Planning how to work together - collaboration mechanisms
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“Implementation of some of the exclusive models that are available in such a way that 
we can easily access the parameters that plausibly alter model predictions.” - how do 
we make this simple and easy for all of us?

- Generator format standardization - NEW: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.13211.pdf
- Data comparisons (format again)
- Shared tools, defined interfaces

On T2K, we regularly have guest members join our interaction development meetings, 
and we also do smaller author papers (‘opt in’). We also try to cite theoretical effort 
within our oscillation papers.

Let us know how we can support ‘external’ effort. Where are there barriers to 
progress we can work on together or simplify workflow? 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2310.13211.pdf


Model development and uncertainties wishlist
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- Resonance model development 
- Fudge is here! This is a major process for DUNE
- CC (osc signal) and NC (exotic physics, background)
- Description of pion, proton kinematics; FSI beyond cascades)
- Leverage electron scattering data here?

Obscure reference to
Jujutsu Kaisen, 
“resonance” ability, 
though, I do often 
daydream of smashing 
my laptop
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Model development and uncertainties wishlist
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- Resonance model development 
- Transition region - Incomplete expermental and theoretical footing

- Little to no single nucleon data
- How do we handle double counting? Extrapolations/approximations?



Model development and uncertainties wishlist
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- Resonance model development 
- Transition region 
- Continued work on QE/multinucleon processes

- Heavier targets (Ar) and uncertainties which relate C,O to Ar



Model development and uncertainties wishlist
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- Resonance model development 
- Transition region 
- Continued work on QE/multinucleon processes
- nue/numu uncertainties - important for all apperance measurements

Uncertainties are from: second class 
currents, radiative corrections, and (soon) 
collective nuclear effects which lead to 
differences in electron-muon and 
neutrino-antineutrino cross section

2020 T2K analysis,  Eur. Phys. J. C 83, 782 (2023)

https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.6745
https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.6745
https://journals.aps.org/prc/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevC.65.025501
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2303.03222.pdf


Summary
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- We continue to need theory for robust interpretation of oscillation, cross section 
and exotic physics

- “We know that all our models are strongly rejected by global cross section measurements (even 
when we fit the uncertainties within them) and that we know from T2K that the scope for bias from 
mismodelling is close to 100% of our existing systematic uncertainty budget on Delta m^2.”

- Dream big: “Implementation of exclusive models that are available in such a way 
that we can easily access the parameters that plausibly alter model predictions.”

- On T2K, we are trying to move toward a baseline model with theory motivated degrees of freedom 
and with genuine exclusive predictive power

- Plan specific: We have a wishlist of work we would benefit from theoretical help
- Let’s discuss: What specific topics are of interest to the folks here?
- Let’s discuss: How we can work together effectively



Backup
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Another view of the necessity of precision modelling

From: DUNE ND CDR:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf 
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2103.13910.pdf


What we learn at the ND: 
parameter constraints
From: DUNE Physics TDR, Fig 5.34

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.03005.pdf 

What’s not obvious here: 

- Important measurements needed by THEORY from 
electron scattering

- How the model development needs go with time (iterative 
process takes time, this is at the end)

- What if the model is wrong? (PRISM, electron scattering)
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/2002.03005.pdf


What we learn at the ND: robustness tests w/ PRISM 
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PRISM needs a reasonable initial model with correct parameterization - 
electron scattering is very useful to accomplish that goal 

DUNE ND CDR, Fig 4.22



What is the amount of tolerable uncertainty on dCP? Hot take
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- Event rates tell you about dCP. 
- Current experiments and future may be dominated 

by FD or ND detector response
- However, we need a robust model

- Note the interesting behavior of how dCP changes 
the location of 2nd osc max

- Dm2 also modifies this feature
- Dm2 can be sensitive to the incorrect model
- It’s important to measure all parameters! 

Correctly  
- We need to assess role of residual 

systematics AND robustness
- What physics is not currently captured sufficiently 

well?
- Don’t forget atm nu or NC measurements for 

completeness of 3 flavor model  DUNE Physics TDR



Why is electron scattering a key component of the current and 
future program?
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From: Electron scattering white paper https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06853 - credit of many here!

To have a robust model requires multiple tests of the model  

- Elec scattering is highly complementary to the ND program, and enhances ND physics reach in 
a novel way; 

- Resonance region expected to be very important - major discrepancies and need for electron 
measurements for theory

We know next to nothing in transition region, which is also where the power of PRISM decreases 

-  need H/D measurements and need to build a basic and complete model of multiplicity and final 
state composition; atm nu physics may also really need this region

Both of these problems need TIME and DATA to confront  

- mature state of T2K/NOvA combined with electron scattering program is exciting

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.06853
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A. Eguchi, NNN2023, SK+T2K combined analysis
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A. Eguchi, NNN2023, SK+T2K combined analysis



Model development and uncertainties wishlist
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- Resonance model development 
- Transition region 
- Continued work on QE/multinucleon processes
- nue/numu uncertainties - important for all apperance measurements

Uncertainties are from: second 
class currents, radiative 
corrections, and collective 
nuclear effects which lead to 
differences in electron-muon 
and neutrino-antineutrino cross 
section

https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.6745
https://arxiv.org/abs/1206.6745
https://journals.aps.org/prc/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevC.65.025501
https://journals.aps.org/prc/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevC.65.025501

